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INTRODUCTION 

Mark is a compilation of snapshots of Jesus’ life recounted by Peter and written by John Mark. 

These were recorded as Peter would go out to the Diaspora. This is written primarily with the Greek-
speaking Jew in mind. They would have little experience with what the Hebrew Jews have become. 

Mark 8 has two major themes: the first is miracles; the second is Peter. 

Remember, our study in Mark is focused on Christology. We are gathering data so that we can grow in 
grace and knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. 

MARK 8:34-38 

There are two elements in this passage. First is expectation. The second is the consequence involved.  

Before we deal with the expectation, Jesus provides the stipulation, “if anyone wishes to come after Me.”  

The verb come doesn’t mean to simply follow, as in walking behind someone, but a dedicated follower 
to the doctrine and mission (Mark 10:28-30). 

During the time of Jesus, these people left their professions and even their families to follow Jesus, be 
trained by Him, and fulfill the responsibility as proclaimers of the kingdom of God by being 
commissioned as shepherds to the lost sheep of Israel (Mark 6; Matthew 10). 

Before we move forward in this lesson, we must make this absolutely clear. This instruction is not to 
the church. Nowhere, from Acts through Revelation 4, is this directed to any believer.  

A dedicated believer in the church administration does not follow the instruction in Mark 8. 

Are there some similarities? Yes, but this instruction is with the economy of Law in view. 

Again, this is not for every believer; rather, this is specifically for the literal followers of Jesus Christ 
during the time of the Messiah. This time will be repeated between the withdrawal of the church from 
the earth (the rapture) and the establishment of the Messianic Kingdom. 

From this point in Mark, the opposition of the Pharisees increases in frequency and intensity. The cost of 
being a follower of Jesus will subsequently become more treacherous. Jesus is setting the expectation for the 
disciple who wishes to continue with Him.  

He must “take up his cross…” 

We all can see an obvious connection here. We know what happens by the end of each account of Jesus 
Christ. As it was custom in Roman crucifixion, the condemned were forced to carry the instrument of 
their deaths (John 19:17). 

When Jesus said this to His disciples, the process of this practice was well known. So, how were the 
disciples and followers of Jesus to understand this? Is this an idiom? Is this a metaphor for suffering? Is 
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this a metaphor for death? We know this is not literal; no one is recorded as perpetually taking a cross 
and carrying it everywhere they went. 

The phrase is used five times, including this one in Mark 8. Mathew 10:38, 16:24-25; Luke 9:23-26, 
14:25-30. 

Possible interpretations: 

1. This is simply bearing up under difficulty 
2. This is a decree to deny one’s own desires, to put self-interests to death. 
3. This is a warning that being Jesus’ disciple will result in the disciples’ life being forfeited.  

Some of the attempts of application cheapen this statement. They equate this to an illness, a 
financial difficulty, or a personality dispute as a cross to bear. 

The cross was not only a severe punishment but a warning not to get out of line. The idea of 
taking up your own cross had nothing to do with difficulty. 

Does this have to do with self-denial?  

This is more likely since it is stated in Mark 8:34. In the context of Matthew, Mark, and 
Luke, this would mean that the disciple who is literally following after Jesus must be willing 
to set aside personal ambition and desire. 

Is this about a life forfeit? 

In the context of Mark 8, there is a very real threat of death for following Jesus. Death was 
not a passive possibility but a choice because of the inevitability of persecution.  

The proper understanding seems to be self-denial in the face of real and severe persecution unto 
death. 

The disciple of Jesus must be understood in the context of the time of Jesus and in the light of the 
impending Time of Jacob’s Trouble. During that time and in the near future, the Jew who confesses 
Jesus to be the Christ and functions as a disciple would have to face the very real possibility of being 
killed or dying in prison. This first generation of disciples were all persecuted in Israel, and they either 
fled or were killed. 

Mark 8:35 

He who has found his life will lose it, and he who has lost his life for My sake will find it. The word 
save contrasts with lose. The word lose is “απολλυμι apollumi.” This is a common word for “ruin or 
destroy.” Jesus is saying the disciple who is not willing to choose to follow Jesus would ruin his life. 
The word save is the opposite. σῴζω sōzō, in this context, means “to preserve.” Jesus is saying that he 
who preserves his life will end up ruining it.  
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In the context of verse 38, the disciple who tries to preserve his life by not confessing Him and 
proclaiming the gospel under the threat of men will end up ruining his life. In other words, his life will 
end up being worthless and meaningless. The disciple will end up not having anything in the kingdom of 
Heaven. 

The disciple of Jesus who is willing to be destroyed for the sake of Jesus will end up with a full and 
meaningful life. How can this be if he is killed? Because the promise of fullness of life is in the 
Kingdom of God. 

Life/Soul 

One of the biggest travesties in the NASB translations can be found in this section. The words life and 
soul in Mark 8:35, 36, and 37 are all the same Greek word. 

“ψυχή psuchē” This is the whole of the person. Using the term soul instead of life in verses 36-37 
confuses the reader, thinking this is about going to heaven rather than the whole of their life. 

Full enjoyment of life will not and cannot be experienced in this fallen world. Instead, they are to fully 
save up and maximize their “ψυχή psuchē” for their kingdom life. 

What can a person give in exchange for their “ψυχή psuchē?” This is rhetorical in the context. The 
actual saving of the life and having full enjoyment in the kingdom means giving up of themselves even 
to the point of death. 

If they, the disciple of Jesus, gained the whole world and yet were ruined in the kingdom, what was the 
profit? The question that is before the disciples is “do you want a full life now or in the kingdom?” 
Furthermore, “what is the value of a full life in the kingdom?” 

Mark 8:38 

“To you disciple of Jesus Christ (or a remnant Jewish believer in the Tribulation) there will be blessing 
for those who confess Him before men and loss of recognition for those who deny Him before men.” 

Those who will have a full complete life in the kingdom must be willing to proclaim the kingdom and 
Jesus as Messiah regardless of the pressure they experience in this evil, adulterous, and sinful world. 

Conclusion  

Jesus is not simply making demands upon them. He is going to leave them with an example. Jesus willfully 
suffers for them (and us). The cost may seem to be high, but Jesus will greatly reward those who make the 
ultimate sacrifice. Jesus wants to reward them; He wants to give them the maximum benefit in the kingdom. 
As He Himself will demonstrate, suffering in this world (because the world will hate those who follow after 
Jesus) will result in great honor and glory in the kingdom of God. 

In the church administration, we may or may not suffer for the sake of the gospel, but we should all strive to 
live a life worthy of the gospel and be ready to give a defense for the hope that is in us. If we live in this 
manner and prepare ourselves to do so, we are living a life unashamed of Him. 


